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s children, my sister
Helen and I would
always be pitched in
competition to see who could
spot the sea first, as we
fidgeted in the back seat of
the family car on the way to
our annual holiday. In
hindsight, I can see now that
this game was concocted by
our parents in a vain bid to
keep us mercifully quiet for an
hour or so, at least until that
first glimpse of glistening
blue water,

<<<

EDITOR Catherine Waterfall

which
would
be
met
with loud shrieks of excitement
and triumph from the winner.
Even now, at the
more mature age
of 47, whenever
Howard and I head
off on the short drive
to Aberdyfi for the
day, I still feel like
that
excitable
child,
full
of
anticipation when
the beautiful Dyfi
estuary comes >
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cover

into view. And it’s this sheer,
unadulterated joy that the
Welsh coast brings out in us all
that we aim to invoke in every
page of the first ever digital
edition of Welsh Coastal Life.
We’re hugely excited about
this new format, following on
from the success of the digital
launch of Welsh Border Life.
Just as with our sister title, we
haven’t compromised on the
editorial quality or volume of
content all our readers have
come to expect over the past
18 years of publishing. For
instance, Matthew Pike pens
our lead feature on the
glorious Welsh islands dotted
around
our
coastline,
PUBLISHED BY
Border Publishing Ltd, The Fort,
Park Hall, Oswestry SY11 4AD
Registered in Eng & Wales No. 4773026

EDITORIAL
editorial@borderpublishing.com
ADVERTISING
advertising@borderpublishing.com
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including famous names such
as Skomer and Puffin Island, as
well as some you may not
have heard of (p36). While
Charlotte
van
Praagh
interviews a real-life mermaid
(p73). And yes, you did hear
that right!
Elsewhere, Charlotte also
extols the virtues of supporting
our hard-working local food
producers when we’re visiting
the Welsh coast on holiday
(p83). And there’s plenty more
besides to keep you informed
and entertained. So delve in
and enjoy, wherever you visit.
Can you see the sea yet?!

Catherine

COPYRIGHT © All material strictly copyright, all
rights reserved. Reproduction without permission
prohibited. The views expressed in Welsh Coastal
Life do not always represent those of the publishers.
Every care is taken in compiling the contents, but
the publishers assume no responsibility for any
damage, loss or injury arising from participation in
or as a result of any offer, competition, advertisement
or information contained within Welsh Coastal Life.
All prices featured correct at time of going to press.
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If you are looking to expand your business, get more customers
and increase your profits, it’s worth taking the time to review
how your business is performing now and get some expert
advice on how to hit the big time.

FREE
RESOURCES

FREE BUSINESS
VALUE SCORE

FREE BUSINESS
HEALTH CHECK

score.valuebuildersystem.com/
business-doctors-uk/
graham-morgan

www.businessdoctors.co.uk/cardiff

Graham Morgan

Business Doctor - Cardiff

m: 07590 900415
e. grahamm@businessdoctors.co.uk
w: businessdoctors.co.uk/cardiff

25% OFF NORMAL SUPPORT F
FEES
EES WITH CODE COAST2021
Get in touch

0845 163 1484
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www.businessdoctors.co.uk/business_doctors/graham-morgan/
Management Suite, 23 Heol-y-Deri, Rhiwbina, Cardiff CF14 6YF
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enjoy this issue

or tap on the mouse/finger
icon (left) and – most notably
– all articles on the contents
pages. Also, look out for the
four tabs in each corner of
the pages, which link back
to the cover, the contents
pages, and the previous
and next pages.
Contents
Cover
pages
cover
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Living on
the edge
A palatial Pembrokesh
ire pad combining
Floridian sophistication
with custom
German design and jaw
-dropping
Welsh coastal views



To help you get around and
interact with this issue,
‘hyperlinks’ are embedded
in the pages. This includes all
website and email addresses
(on adverts as well as on
editorial), cross-references to
other
pages
in
the
magazine, prompts to click

coastal property | Kings
wood, Tenby
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This digital edition of Welsh
Coastal Life has been
designed for viewing on any
device or operating system,
but for the best viewing
experience we recommend
certain applications relevant
to your set-up. For more
details and full technical
guidance, click (or tap)
here...
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Spot a

magic
puffin

BOAT TRIPS

Ride the waves and
marvel at the rich
and varied sea life
Wales has to oﬀer

w

ant to get
up close and
personal with
puffins, seals, cormorants
and dolphins? Course you
do, and a great way to
explore is by boat.
Anglesey Boat Trips are
experts at finding Welsh
wildlife and take daily trips
to Puffin Island from their
mooring at Beaumaris. >
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Owner
Duncan
Gilroy
recommends The Bridges trip
and Puffin Island Wildlife tour
for combining the thrills and
spills of fast, powerful boats
with
wildlife
watching,
catching sight of the likes of
seals and puffins (from March
to mid August), cormorants,
guillemots and many other
sea birds in their natural
environment.
“Sometimes
porpoises and dolphins,”
Duncan adds. “We also point
out the history of the area,
particularly of Penmon and
Beaumaris. The Bridges trip,
for instance, takes us down
the Menai Strait and under
the two iconic bridges –
Thomas Telford’s

<<<
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Menai suspension bridge
and Robert Stevenson’s
Britannia Bridge – then down
to view Nelson’s statue and
Plas Newydd. There’s so
much to see on our trips and
it changes everyday.”
• Boats depart at 11am,
12.30pm, 2pm, 3.30pm and
5pm and return 70-90
minutes later. Private hire is
also available for families
and groups. For more
info visit www.angleseyboat
trips.com
GREAT READ

AMAZING ANGLESEY

Talking of wildlife spotting on
Anglesey, a new beautifully
illustrated book will be the
perfect accompaniment for
anyone heading out and
taking in the natural
history of the island.
Anglesey Naturewatch,
by Philip Snow, a wildlife >
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painter
and
writer who lives
on the island,
has brought to
life the flora
the fauna and
also the cliffs,
estuaries, dunes, beaches,
lakes, rivers, marshes and
woods in his intricate artwork
and fascinating prose.
Walks and maps are
included and the foreword
is provided by BBC presenter
and Welsh Border Life
columnist, Iolo Williams.
• Anglesey Naturewatch is
priced £15.99 and published
by Amberley Books. To
purchase
online,
visit
www.amberley-books.com
INDEPENDENT BOOKSHOP

BOOKWORM
WONDER

You’ll find plenty more books
to inspire a visit to the coast

<<<
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at one of West Wales’ finest
independent
bookshops,
Gwisgo Bookworm, in the
harbour town of Aberaeron.
The stunning coastline and
countryside of Ceredigion
are attracting walkers of all
ages and grades. But
whether your target is a
roller-coaster hike from
Llanon to New Quay or a
leisurely stroll along the old
Aberaeron
railway
to
Llanerchaeron Estate, you’ll
find an appropriate book to
guide your way.
Best seller at Gwisgo is
Ceredigion: 40 Coast &
Country Walks by Julian
Rollins. Pocket-sized with
maps, distances and timings,
it offers all round value
at £6.99. Ceredigion Walks
by Richard Sale (£5.50) is
another handy companion,
with more info on history and
culture. The OS Pathfinder
Guide for the area is >
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Mid Wales Outstanding
Circular Walks by Tom Hutton
while Official Wales Coast
Path Guide 4, Snowdonia
& Ceredigion Coast by
Vivienne Crow, covers the
132-mile stretch between
Porthmadog and Cardigan
(£12.99 each).
New in 2021 is a fully revised
second edition of The Wales
Coast Path: A Practical
Guide For Walkers by
Christopher Goddard and
Katherine Evans. Priced at
£14.99, this divides the whole
896-mile path into 73
manageable walks of 9-15
miles. But for the hottest
guide this summer, look no

<<<
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further than Weatherman
Walking The Welsh Coast by
BBC Cymru Wales favourite,
Derek Brockway, who is due
to be signing copies of his
new book (£9.99) at Gwisgo
Bookworm from 11am on
Saturday 7th August.
• For more about Gwisgo
Bookworm or, if you can’t
make it to Aberaeron, to
purchase titles online, visit
www.gwisgobookworm.co.uk
FARM SHOP

FARM TO FORK

For keen cooks, browsing the
well-stocked shelves of a
farm shop is a great way to
discover new and interesting
producers and innovative
ideas for recipes, and
Camlan Farm Shop, at Dinas
Mawddwy not far from
Machynlleth in Powys, is a
great example. It features
shelves and fridges brimming
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with
30
W e l s h
cheeses,
locally
farmed
meat
–
including
Welsh lamb reared just down
the road – locally brewed
alcoholic beverages, plus
jams, chutneys and Welsh
made chocolate. If you can
make it on a Wednesday or

contents

Saturday, there’s even a
fresh delivery of local
sourdough bread, from
Andy’s Bread in Llanidloes
(Weds) and Rye and Roses in
Penegoes (Sat), as well as
weekly deliveries of organic
Welsh milk, butter and freerange eggs (discounted if
you bring your own box).
Based in a beautiful part of
the world on the edge of
Snowdonia, Camlan also >

THE ULTIMATE IN DOG POWERED ADRENALINE!
ǊǹʳɄ̓Ծ ɥʇ̥͔̓ ǹ˗ȳ ˧˗ʳΖ ˧͔ͣȳ˧˧̥ ǹȧ͔ʇ΄ʇ͔Ζ ̛̥˧΄ʇȳɄ̥Տ ˧ɥɥɄ̶ʇ˗ɪ ɴͣ̓ʫΖ ̶ʇȳɄ̓ ǹ˗ȳ ̓ʳɄȳȳ˧ɪ ǹȳ΄Ʉ˗͔̥ͣɄ̓
Έʇ͔ɴ ˧̥ͣ ͔Ʉǹː ˧ɥ ̥ǹȧʇ˗ɪ ̓ʳɄȳ ȳ˧ɪ̓Ր
ǊǊǊՐĥǗĭǗWWƍĚbWWłWǇbĭƛƧƀbƍՐLłĥ
ɴ˧ΈʳԝːΖ˗Ζȳȳ̓ʳɄȳȳ˧ɪǹȳ΄Ʉ˗͔̥ͣɄ̓Րȧ˧ː
07931511217
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boasts
a
well-stocked
garden centre and a cafe
on site, making it the perfect
day out.
• Camlan Garden Centre &
Farm shop is open WedsSun, 10am-5.30pm (4pm on
Sun). For more info, visit
camlan.cymru
HOLIDAY PARK

MORFA YOUR MONEY

Let’s face it, we’ve all
dreamed of moving to the
coast, but it’s just not possible
for many of us. So the next
best thing is hiring or buying
a property in a holiday park.
Morfa Lodge enjoys the
perfect location nestled in
the foothills of Snowdonia,
but close to the coast and
Caernarfon (pictured).
With luxury static caravans
for sale, the option of hiring
one for a period of time, or
facilities for bringing your
own touring caravan, there
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are plenty of options to suit
all circumstances. What’s
more you’ll find not one
but two heated outdoor
swimming pools, allocated
play areas for children
and free public Wi-Fi across
the whole park.
• For more details, visit
www.morfalodge.co.uk
26TH JULY

FAMILY FUN DAY

If you’re an adventurous
family and sandcastles is all a
bit pedestrian for your intrepid
kids, you could always try
your hand at caving and
scrambling by the sea. On >
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the 26th July, Wales Outdoors
are hosting a fun day for all
the family at beautiful Ogmore
beach in Glamorgan.
Participants will be guided by
an expert on a walk along
clifftops, as well as inside
caves while the tide is out. And
if you’re feeling really brave,
you can even go scrambling
through gaps linking the caves.
Halfway along the route,
there’ll be the opportunity to

<<<
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enjoy a refreshing swim, plus a
chance to reward yourselves
with an ice-cream towards
the end at Southerndown.
The activity lasts four hours
from midday and covers >
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some 7km. Bring a packed
lunch, plenty of water, walking
boots, a swimming costume
and waterproofs.
• For more information, visit
www.walesoutdoors.co.uk
WALKING WEEKEND

TIME TO REBOOT

Pembrokeshire has some of
the best coastal scenery in
the world and the best way
to explore it is on foot. So
what better than to pull on

contents

take you to hidden bays and
secluded coves and offers a
great opportunity to meet
new, like-minded people.
• The weekend takes place
from 8th-10th October with
two nights’ accommodation
and some meals included.
The walk starts at Goodwick
and prices for the weekend
start from £135. To book
your place online, visit
www.largeoutdoors.com
STEAM RAILWAY

ALL CHANGE

your sturdy boots and join a
sociable weekend of walking
along the famous coastal
path with expert guides?
The two-day gentle-tomoderate guided walk will

<<<

If you’d rather take it easy,
one of the most relaxing
ways to enjoy our beautiful
coastal scenery is from the
carriages of an historic
steam train.
This summer Ffestiniog and
Welsh Highland Railways
have revealed some exciting
new journeys, including The
Harbourmaster, which will
run the full length of the >
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Welsh Highland Railway from
Porthmadog’s
Harbour
Station, travelling 25 miles
coast to coast across the
foothills of Yr Wyddfa (Mount

<<<
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Snowdon) to Caernarfon.
Meanwhile, the Back to
Blaenau route follows the
Ffestiniog Railway from
Porthmadog to Blaenau
Ffestiniog, where passengers
can explore ‘the town that
roofed the world’. The train
then returns through the Vale
of Ffestiniog to Porthmadog,
following the route of slate
trains from quarry to coast.
And then here’s the superb >
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Snowdonia Star, which starts
from Caernarfon Station and
runs the full length of the
Welsh Highland Railway,
arriving
in
Porthmadog
giving
passengers
the
chance to explore the
coastal town before the train
returns to Caernarfon.
• For more details of these
new routes, and Ffestiniog’s
other train services, visit
www.festrail.co.uk/trains
ABERYSTWYTH ARTS

ABER BORN AGAIN

Aberystwyth Arts Centre, the
largest in Wales and a flagship
for the arts, closed its doors
to customers on 17th March
2020. As if things couldn’t get
worse, a phased reopening
planned for last autumn had
to be abandoned due to
flood damage. Yet despite
these problems, the centre
continued to offer online
activities, such as virtual

<<<
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cinema screenings. But now
it’s throwing its doors open to
the public once again.
“We’re absolutely delighted
to finally be in a position
to safely welcome our
customers, and offer a
stimulating programme of
events and activities,” says
centre director Dafydd Rhys.
“These are exciting times, as
our dance classes return
in-person, a full cinema
programme of the latest
releases has been planned
in the theatre and our
galleries will host our
Oriel Lockdown exhibition,
featuring works that have >
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been created in, or reflect
on, the pandemic.
“Over the school summer
holidays we’ll be hosting a
wide range of activities,
including dance, drama and
arts and crafts for children,
plus weekend masterclasses
for adults.
“We’ll also be offering a
programme of outdoor
summer events on Chapel
Court, including theatre,
music, and family events.”
• For more details on all the
centre’s eagerly awaited
events, and to book tickets,
visit:
www.aberystwyth
artscentre.co.uk
HISTORIC MONUMENTS

CASTLES BY THE SAND

Think castles and Cardiff,
Conwy and Caernarfon may
be the first to spring to mind
on the tourist trail in Wales.
But why not visit a couple
of smaller, yet equally

<<<
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fascinating fortresses also to
be found on the coast?
Dating back to medieval
times, Laugharne Castle
(above) in Carmarthenshire
has a rich and varied history.
After centuries of conflict
between Welsh and AngloNormans, it was rescued
from near ruin by Elizabethan
courtier Sir John Perrot, who
transformed the dilapidated
13th-century building into
a residence fit for a
gentleman, including a
grand hall with gaping
windows staring out over the
Taf estuary. These days, as a
special bonus, visitors to >
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Laugharne can also explore
the nearby hideout of Dylan
Thomas, where he wrote
many of his famous poems.
Further north, famously
painted by Turner, Criccieth
Castle on the Llyn Peninsula
(below) is perched on a
rocky headland between
two beaches, commanding
breathtaking views over the
town and across the wide
sweep of Cardigan Bay.
As well as taking in those
views, visitors can learn all
about its beguiling history,
including how, when Edward I

<<<
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invaded Wales, he made a
few improvements to the
building, equipping the north
tower with a stone-throwing
machine which was used to
deter Welsh attacks.
The stronghold was still in
English hands in 1404 when it
was captured, set alight and
all but destroyed by the
forces of Welsh leader Owain
Glyndŵr.
Consequently,
without a garrison to protect
it, the town of Criccieth
became entirely Welsh once
more. Incredibly, even today
some
of
the
castle’s
stonework bears the
scorch marks of that
famous rebellion.
• For more info on
both the castles,
including prices and
opening times, visit
cadw.gov.wales, or
click on the images
to take you to the
dedicated pages >
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PANTOMIME

GENIE OUT
OF QUARANTINE

Finally, many kids
(and big kids) will have
missed the joys of the
pantomime season last
winter, so the return of this
quirky British tradition will
delight families all over the
country this year. Though you
may need to book early
given the pent-up demand.

contents

Venue Cymru in Llandudno,
on the North Wales coast, will
be leading the way with a
slapstick
production
of
Aladdin from mid December.
Widow Twankey, Abanazar,
the Genie and John Evans
(pictured) as the hapless
Wishee Washee will delight
everyone from three to 103.
• Ticket prices start at £13,
group discounts available.
www.venuecymru.co.uk

HARRY’S BISTRO
IN BEAUMARIS IS
ALL ABOUT
GOOD FOOD
Harry’s Bistro, Henllys Hall,
Beaumaris, Anglesey LL58 8HU
Tel: 01248 812976 ~ Fax: 01248 812976
Email: Enquiries@harrysbistro.com
Web: www.harrysbistro.com
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Win an
Apple
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Welsh

BorderLife
The coun
try

magazine
for the

Garde
party n
recipes

iPad!
Celebrate our digital
re-launch with a
chance to win the
perfect gadget!

j

ust as with this issue of
Welsh Coastal Life, our
sister title Welsh Border
Life re-launched digitally
earlier this year, having
launched in print back in
September 2003. Now, as
the digital age of publishing
dawns, we’re celebrating this
new chapter in our history by
offering the chance to win a
brand new iPad on which to
enjoy the new magazines
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in all their colourful glory.
To enter, simply answer
the following question:
How many years will Welsh
Border Life have been going
this autumn?
A) 10 years
B) 5 years
C) 18 years

Click or tap here to submit
your answer...
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Living on
the edge
A palatial Pembrokeshire pad combining
Floridian sophistication with custom
German design and jaw-dropping
Welsh coastal views
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Infinity and beyond The pool at Kingswood is fed by rainwater via
natural filters, and offers mesmerising views of Carmarthen Bay
he most impressive
home
on
the
Pembrokeshire
coast,” according to the
agents. But they would say
that, wouldn’t they? Except,
on this occasion, they may
well be right.
Pick the right day at the
height of summer and
there’d be no denying the

T
“
<<<

Floridian feel of Kingswood,
which nestles on a cliffside
just outside Tenby. Yes, okay,
there aren’t many cliffs in
Florida, but with its freshwater
infinity pool, 3,000 sq ft of
living space and views
across Carmarthen Bay,
stretching to the Gower
Peninsula, Lundy Island and
Devon on a good day, >
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you get the picture. Chuck in
the custom Huf Haus design
from those clever Germans,
with their emphasis on glass
and natural light and post-

<<<
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and-beam architecture, and
frankly this masterpiece of
coastal living wouldn’t look
out of place on Miami
Beach, or in the Hollywood
Hills. Not for nothing was it a
recent Property of the Month
on walesandborders.com.
Open-plan living space
abounds, with floor-to-ceiling
triple-glazed windows and
glass balconies offering
panoramic views from >
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Clockwise from top left: Open-plan kitchen with AGA and sea views;
sauna room; piano room with sea views; bedroom... with sea views
wherever you care to be
drifting around with a gin
and tonic in your hand (we
can’t imagine doing much
else here – the views are far
too mesmerising).
Four large bedrooms, three
bathrooms, a sauna and
even a ‘piano room’ (aka a
room big enough for a
piano) add to the sense of
space and luxury. As do the

<<<

four acres of grounds
Kingswood is set in. And then
there’s the pool, fed by
rainwater and natural filters,
so you can gaze out without
a whiff of chlorine over the
bay and terraced gardens,
that slope down to the
beach, with an enormous
sense of eco-wellbeing.
Once you’ve navigated the
gated entrance, you’ll find >
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a triple garage, naturally.
There are also outbuildings
befitting a property with
mixed woodland among its
acreage, including a garden
storehouse complete with
accommodation for bats, to
add to green credentials
that also include energy
air-source heating and solar
PV panels.
Back indoors, and the
‘gourmet’ kitchen, with its

contents

breakfast bar and half-moon
table, has its own island (of
the kitcheny sort, that is)
replete with AGA, for some
coast-and-country chic.
And all this within walking
distance of the jewel in
Pembrokeshire’s
coastal
crown – Tenby – with its pretty
harbour, boutique shops and
café culture, to say nothing
of the coastal path. No
wonder the agents argue >

K@JGHK@AJ=K D=9<AF?
INDEPENDENT TIMBER MERCHANT

•
•
•
•

Railway sleepers treated and untreated
Oak untreated sleepers now available New Oak Beams
Fencing materials and accessories Wooden Gates
Quality decking Stocks of sawn timber & plywood

?&K  H&9
J]]n]k Dl\

Phone: 01939 232 440 / 233812 | www.gsreeves.co.uk
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Kingswood
“commands
perhaps the finest position in
Pembrokeshire”. Again, it’s
hard to disagree.
Quite why anyone would
want to sell up is beyond us.
It’s not as if you can even
grow too old for the place,
as there’s an elevator from
the inner hall to the first floor.
Okay, at a cool £3m it’ll free
up a lot of cash, and pose a
bit of a problem for most of
us in trying to raise the funds
to move in tomorrow. But

<<<
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without doubt, Welsh coastal
living doesn’t come much
better than this.

AT A GLANCE
Kingswood, Tenby,
Pembrokeshire
Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms: 3
Land: 4 acres of
landscaped gardens
and woodland
Price: Oﬀers in
excess of £3m
Agent’s listing:
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Have

you
ever...
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...wondered

what
a...
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...sliding

doors

moment
is?
(click / tap / swipe here)
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Transform your home with a beautiful set of bi-fold
doors from Alexander James.
Alexander James has over forty years experience
designing and manufacturing bespoke bi-fold and
sliding doors in both aluminium and uPVC. For a free,
no obligation consultation and quotation, please call
01792 792 792 or email sales@alexanderjamesbifold.co.uk

www.alexanderjamesbifold.co.uk
Unit 3A Ashmount Business Park, Upper Forest Way
Swansea, Wales SA6 8QR

0 1 79 2 79 2 79 2
Part of the AAI Group
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Puffin Island, Robin Drayton
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Perfect

isolation

Dotted around Wales’ coastline, some
50 islands tantalise us with wonder and
mystery. MATTHEW PIKE ventures out to
some of the most fascinating and
beautiful, to uncover their secrets
<<<
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maker
The first
ever wireless
signal was
sent across
open water
from Flat
Holm
Island
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cover

n

othing beats the buzz of excitement
that surges through you when the
boat you’re sitting in powers up and
begins its journey to an island you’ve never
visited before. As the mainland gets ever
more distant you know you’re heading to a
different world – one that might only be a
couple of miles offshore, but which will be
light years apart in terms of character,
wildlife, scenery, and even climate.
The Welsh coast has more of these amazing
little worlds than you might think. Around 50,
in fact. Wonderfully for us, many of them you
Welsh Coastal Life | 2021
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Martin Reith

can visit, and even stay overnight. But then
Wales’ island habitats are as varied as they
are magnificent, offering everything from
dramatic coastlines, fine beaches and
isolation aplenty to ancient history and the
sort of birdlife you can only dream about
back on the mainland.
Here, we explore eight of the best, so you
can decide which appeals most for your
next Welsh coast adventure. Enjoy...

“It used to
be a prime
smuggling
spot...
under the
watchful
eye of
customs
officials”

<<<

FLAT HOLM ISLAND, VALE OF GLAMORGAN
Colourful past… enjoyed with a pint

One thing that might confuse you about this
tiny island in the Bristol Channel is that it used
to be a prime smuggling spot. After all, it’s
not only in full view of the Welsh coast, but
can be seen clearly from the English side,
too; any foul play would occur under the
watchful eye of customs officials. Yet for
many years the authorities didn’t have a
boat, so they were simply powerless to do
anything about it!
Anyone who enjoys such stories will love
Flat Holm. One of the caves on the east of
the island is where the likes of contraband
tea and brandy would be stored, and there
Welsh Coastal Life | 2021
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are even theories that a mine shaft links to
natural tunnels and an entrance to the sea
in one of the cliffs.
Flat Holm is also notable as the first place
from which wireless signals were transmitted
over open water – Guglielmo Marconi being
the Italian inventor who achieved this by
sending Morse code messages to a
receiving mast at Lavernock Point in the
Vale of Glamorgan, way back in 1897.
History and wildlife aside, visitors can enjoy
a tasty beverage here, at Wales’ most
southerly pub: The Gull & Leek.

Anglesey Boat Trips - Seawake

Anglesey Boat Trips/6HDZDNH RƂHU D QXPEHU RI WULSV DURXQG /ODQGGZ\Q ,VODQG
3XƅQ ,VODQG 7KH &DVWOHV DQG PXFK PRUH &KRRVH D WULS WR VXLW \RX

01248 716335 • info@angleseyboattrips.com • www.angleseyboattrips.com/
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CALDEY ISLAND, PEMBROKESHIRE
Monastery, sand and chocolate

CALDEY
ISLAND
How to get
there and
overnight
stays...

<<<

Situated tantalisingly close to the treasured
seaside town of Tenby, this holy island has
been a place of prayer for more than a
thousand years, and is still home to a
monastery in which Cistercian monks live
and worship.
Until Henry VIII dissolved the monasteries in
the 16th century, Benedictine monks prayed
in a priory here, the ruins of which can still
be seen today. It was at the start of the 20th
century that a group of Anglican Benedictines
built a new abbey and restored the on-site
St David’s Church, before later selling the
island to the Cistercian Order. You can visit
Caldey to witness these
buildings during the summer
months, and explore a large
slice of the island, including
the beautiful golden sands of
Priory Bay (pictured left).
There’s also a small museum
here, plus a perfume shop
selling items produced on
the island and – for those
with a sweet tooth – even a
chocolate factory!
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SKOMER ISLAND, PEMBROKESHIRE
Wildlife, wildlife, wildlife!

“Gannets
dive, seals
relax,
dolphins
leap. It’s
truly
special”

The experience of seeing a puffin land with a
beakful of sand eels, then waddle right past
you to their burrows, is something to behold.
And you won’t forget their charming grunty
noises either.
But there’s far more to this incredible island
than these ‘clowns of the sea’. Gannets dive
close to shore, Atlantic grey seals relax on
the beaches, dolphins and porpoises leap
around in the surrounding waters, and the
island is home to the world’s largest colony of

•
•
•
•

A contempora
contemporary
ry environment
environment in a traditional
aditional setting
Beautiful, individually
ually designed rrooms
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Complimenta
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rganic toiletries
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Complimentary
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mer
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www.fieldslodge.co.uk
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Manx shearwaters – although day visitors
might not realise they’re there. It’s when
darkness falls that the Manx return to their
burrows in their thousands, landing clumsily
and making an unmistakable sound that’ll
live long in your memory. It’s a truly special
experience.
The island turns blue in spring with its giant
carpet of bluebells, then white and pink in
summer when campion comes into flower.
Also look out for birds of prey, such as shorteared owls, peregrine falcons and buzzards.
SKOKHOLM ISLAND, PEMBROKESHIRE
Skomer on valium

If you love the idea of Skomer, with its wildlife,
its fascinating bays and rocky coastline, but
you prefer something a little smaller and
quieter, then Skokholm – its southerly
neighbour – might be the spot for you.
There are never more than 26 people on
the island at one time, making it easy to
escape and relax. And it, too, is blessed
with a plethora of seabirds. These include a
large colony of puffins (you can sit amongst
them on Crab Bay), razorbills and guillemots.
Then at night, the island is treated to its own

<<<
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remarkable combination of noise and crash
landings. As well as Manx shearwaters
returning from their day’s fishing at sea,
storm petrels arrive back after dark, and are
likewise very vocal, so make sure you bring
ear plugs if you like an early night!
Pink thrift carpets the grass in late spring,
and much of the west-facing rock battered
by storms has a range of reds and purples.
Standing on the high old red sandstone
clifftops you might spot seals relaxing down
below, while harbour porpoises are spotted
daily, and dolphins regularly.

ROB DAVID INTERIOR DESIGN

SPECIALIST IN RESIDENTIAL
& COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
Tel 01758 740 125
Mob 07775 806 035
robdavidinteriordesign.com
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RAMSEY ISLAND, PEMBROKESHIRE
Seal pups and rapids

RAMSEY
ISLAND
How to
get there
(overnight
stays not
available)

<<<

The journey to Ramsey from the St David’s
Peninsula is often as dramatic as the place
itself. Ramsey Sound – between the island
and mainland – is a notorious stretch of
water that runs like a fast-flowing rapid when
the tide’s right. The rocks this tidal race flows
over and around are known, perhaps aptly,
as The Bitches. There are also sea caves and
rock gorges to explore here (pictured).
Ramsey itself is another wildlife haven. It’s
an important breeding ground for the rare
crow known as the chough, and Welsh
mountain sheep graze the land to keep the
grass short for the benefit of this bird.
There’s also a large colony of
Atlantic grey seals, with scores
of pups lining the beaches of
Ramsey in September. If you’re
lucky, it’s even possible to see
pups actually being born from
the clifftops.
In summer the heather that
covers the heathland on the
island comes into bloom,
creating a dazzling display
of colour.
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GRASSHOLM ISLAND, PEMBROKESHIRE
Gannets galore

Hugh Venables

This wild and lonely place, pictured, is a
good 11 miles from the mainland. And if you
go there in spring or summer you’ll realise
there’s something different about it long
before you reach the island: it’s white!
As you approach you’ll realise it hasn’t been
snowing after all. The visual effect is down to
Grassholm being home to rather a lot of
gannets – 39,000 pairs, give or take – the
third largest in the UK and the only such
colony in Wales.

<<<
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It’s an incredible spectacle, as is watching
these amazing birds dive for fish at up to 60
miles per hour!
Landing isn’t permitted on this RSPB reserve,
but just seeing the gannets from a boat is
enough to get a flavour of this incredible
wildlife habitat.
BARDSEY ISLAND, GWYNEDD
Kings, saints and apples

© Crown Copyright (2021) Visit Wales

At the tip of the Llyn Peninsula sits a curious
landmass shaped rather like a giant whale.
Bardsey Island (Ynys Enlli) has it all – history,
wildlife, royalty... apples... you name it.
Known as the island of 20,000 saints (said to
be buried here), it became a hugely popular
place of pilgrimage in the Middle Ages,
when three visits were seen
as the equivalent to one
pilgrimage to Rome.
The remains of an abbey
used until the dissolution of
the monasteries in 1537 still
exist, and there’s a rather
photogenic lighthouse here,
too, built in 1821 and a
whopping 30 metres tall.

<<<
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The island used to have its own ‘king’ – a
rather extravagant name for a community
leader – but this ceased when most residents
left in the 1920s.
Wildlife-wise, there’s a colony of around 200
Atlantic grey seals. Dolphins and porpoises
are often spotted, and there are 20,000 pairs
of Manx shearwater, plus more than 350
varieties of lichen.
Oh yes... the apples. Well, the locals used to
enjoy eating from one particular tree, and
when a fruit-tree expert visited the island he
thought it rare. He was right, too; it turns out
it was the only one of its kind, making it the
rarest apple in the world! The species was
saved and you can now buy Bardsey apple
trees yourself. The fruit has a lemony aroma.
PUFFIN ISLAND, ANGLESEY
Cormorants and currents...

Ironically, there aren’t many puffins to be
found here, but numbers are on the increase
since conservationists eradicated the brown
rat that had decimated its population.
Even so, Puffin Island (pictured on page 36)
still makes a fantastic wildlife trip from the
Anglesey town of Beaumaris. It has a huge
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cormorant population – one tenth of all
cormorants in the UK, in fact – plus razorbill,
kittiwake and a seal colony. It’s also rich in
history, with ruins from a monastery still visible
today, including that of a Grade I-listed
12th-century church.
Around 1,500 years ago Saint Seiriol created
a hermitage on the island and his remains
are believed to still be here, while a century
or so later a Gwynedd king is thought to
have hidden here when fleeing an invasion.
But it’s the wildlife and scenery that draws
most people these days, as well as the thrill
of riding along the dramatic tidal races of
the Menai Strait.

© Crown Copyright (2021) Visit Wales

PUFFIN
ISLAND
How to
get there
(overnight
stays not
available)
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Greats
gallery

CATHERINE
WATERFALL browses
our local galleries
to unearth some of
the creative talent
inspired by the
Welsh coast
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Catching
the spark
“I paint an
experience
rather
than pretty
pictures,”
says artist
Jocelyn
Roberts
(p55)

t

here can be few more
inspirational places to
live than on the Welsh
coast, with its dramatic cliffs,
wild seascapes, beautiful
coastal towns and beguiling
wildlife. Not to mention its
fascinating
people,
of
course. Little wonder, then,
there are so many talented
artists of all genres occupying
our shores, from the Bristol
Channel all the way round to
the Dee estuary. And of

<<<

course, where there are
artists, there are galleries, a
proliferation of which we’re
blessed with throughout the
Welsh coast, offering locals
and visitors alike veritable
hives of artistry within which
to drink in the inspiration and
invest in the work, bringing
joy to our homes long after
we’ve returned.
Over the next few pages we
showcase examples from
four very different galleries. >
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‘All Set For Shrimping’ – Nicholas St John Rosse RSMA

ALBANY GALLERY
CARDIFF

Established in 1965, Cardiff’s
Albany Gallery is recognised
as one of the most successful
privately-owned commercial
art galleries in Wales. Its
monthly programme of
leading British artists provides

<<<

a showcase for solo and
group exhibitions in a variety
of media. This year’s summer
show revisits some of the
online highlights during the
gallery’s closure due to
Covid, while introducing new
work from top artists.
Featured is Nicholas St John
Rosse RSMA, who produces >
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beautiful artwork inspired by
the human figure and how it
relates to its surroundings.
“This could be in the studio,
house, garden or street, but
in most of my current paintings
it applies to the seashore,”
says Nicholas. “All the visual
and tactile properties of
sand, rock, water and light
envelop my subjects both
pictorially and in reality. I try
to convey their physical re-

contents

sponse and their moods. I’ve
found when people feel they
can relate to subject matter,
they can then be coaxed
into an understanding of the
deeper content of a picture.”
Other regular exhibitors
displaying new work include
Harry Brioche, Dai David,
Theo Crutchley-Mack, David
Griffiths RCA, Ian Hargreaves,
Paul Weston, Gill Bramley
and many more. >

THE ALB ANY GALLERY

SUMMER EXHIBITION

A changing exhibition of work by more than 30 artists

1 July - 14 August 2021
PETER KETTLE, MICHELLE SCRAGG
19 August - 11 September
View the exhibition on our website
www.albanygallery.com
74b Albany Road, Cardiff, CF24 3RS | T: 029 2048 7158 | E: info@albanygallery.com
Gallery open: Mon-Wed by appointment only, Thurs-Sat 10am - 5pm, Sun 11am - 4pm
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‘New Quay Harbour’ – Gabrielle Dudley

GABRIELLE’S GALLERY
CEREDIGION

Some have such a passion
for art, they encourage us all
to be more creative. This is
certainly the case with
Gabrielle Dudley, who’s not
only a proficient and wellknown artist in her own right,

<<<

but spreads the joy of art
through her gallery in an old
schoolhouse in Capel Cynon,
on the A486 between
Llandysul and New Quay . As
well as regular exhibitions
there are weekly classes in
pottery or painting, an art
materials shop, and a new
cafe is opening soon, too! >
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Born in England, Gabrielle
has lived in Wales since 1975
and her artworks have been
displayed as far and wide as
London,
Chicago
and
Philadelphia, plus numerous
galleries in Wales.
Countryside influences in her
work betray an agricultural
background, with her prolific
canvas work, produced in
tandem
with
ceramics,
driven by several areas of

<<<
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interest: semi abstracts, with
clean lines and overlayed
areas of colour;
almost
photographic representations
celebrating her beautiful
surroundings; plus the studies
she paints for her tiling
murals. She also produces a
small painting on video each
week, executed in an hour or
so for her painting class as an
exercise in varying aspects of
making art. >
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‘Harbour Steps, Caernarfon’ – Jocelyn Roberts

LIFE: FULL COLOUR
CAERNARFON

In the heart of the historic
town of Caernarfon, Life: Full
Colour hosts exhibitions to suit
all tastes, with this summer’s
programme featuring North
Wales watercolourist Jocelyn
Roberts (pictured p50).

<<<

Jocelyn’s interest in art
began at the age of 13
when her great grandmother
gave her a book about
drawing, sparking a passion
for landscapes, seascapes
and still life, taking inspiration
from the North Wales coast,
its unpredictable weather and
the effects of the elements. >
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Her practice is formed from
sketching and painting ‘en
plein air’ and working up
larger, more emotionally led
pieces in her studio in Old
Colwyn.“Painting on location
has always been my focus,”
she explains. “It's all about
the senses; whether I’m on a
local beach or wandering
around the countryside, the
first things I notice are
important. I’m looking for

<<<
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drama, contrasts or silence.”
Jocelyn is also drawn to the
‘marginal land’, such as spits
of sand in the sea, dunes,
paths and roads. “In my
mind they’re places of
importance, because of how
the weather affects the feel
of them. I adore those
fleeting flashes of wonder.
They need protecting. I paint
an experience, rather than
pretty pictures.” >
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‘Back To Black’ – Barry John MBE

THE VC GALLERY
PEMBROKESHIRE

Brainchild of Barry John MBE,
The VC Gallery is based in
Haverfordwest where it helps
service veterans and others
in need by engaging them in
a variety of art projects. Born
in Neyland in Pembrokeshire,

<<<

Barry joined the army at 16.
The combination of 24 years’
military service, an artistic
streak and involvement in
mental-health work helped
him recognise the need in
the community for both his
expertise and experiences.
“We passionately believe art
and culture can improve >
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health, wellbeing and overall
quality of life,” says Barry. “It’s
also more than art; it’s about
socialising, community spirit
and self-expression”
But as well as running
the gallery and helping
anyone in need of expressing
themselves through art, Barry
is a talented artist himself, as
evidenced in his striking
painting of Amy Winehouse.
“I did a series of icons in

contents

graffiti that meant something
to my past,” he explains,
“such as Miles Davis, Kurt
Cobain, Jim Morrison, as well
as Amy. I love her voice and
lyrics, which helps with the
creative process. Through
my work, I express the stories,
memories, demons, harsh
and sometimes brutal truths,
the beauty, colours, and
resilience of a conflicted
world.”

Barry John MBE
Works on exhibit in Wales during the
summer at Bridge Street Gallery and the
VC Gallery Haverfordwest.
Barry is a former soldier and war artist,
who is represented by Trinity House and
the Brunswick Gallery London.

<<<

For more information on his latest available work please go to
wwwtrinityhousepaintings.com/art/piccadilly_circus/
and www.brunswickartgallery.co.uk/barry-john
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In the

doghouse
They helped keep us
sane during lockdown,
so how can we leave
them behind now?!
MATTHEW PIKE goes in
search of dog-friendly
accommodation
<<<
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ou’ve found it! The perfect little
cottage. With a sea view, a spa
pool, AND a bottle of bubbly on
arrival. It’ll be your first holiday for
two years. You can’t wait. You look
frantically for the ‘Confirm Booking’
button on the website… when something
distracts you. A pair of wide brown eyes
gawping at you from under
the table. They’re sorrowful,
tearful even. Your brain
tells you Fenton just
wants an early dinner,
and yet somehow you
manage to convince
yourself he’s saying
something different.
Something along the
lines of: “Please
don’t leave me!”
Your heart sinks.
That perfect
cottage you’ve
just unearthed?
It bears a tag
that’s a dagger
to the heart:
‘No Dogs’. >
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soared 3.2
million”
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You take a deep sigh, click ‘Cancel’, and
start your search all over again.
It’s become an increasingly common
conundrum since the pandemic. Repeated
lockdowns saw many of us either furloughed
or working remotely, giving us more time at
home with our pets than ever before, while
plenty without a dog in March of last year
suddenly realised they had time to look after
one. Pooch sales soared a whopping 3.2
million year-on-year as a result. But now our
four-legged friends are used to us being
around all the time, our bond with them >
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Taking the hassle out of

in North Wales

Local
offices

24/7
support

Industry
leading expertise

Increased
bookings

Professional
photography

info@menaiholidays.co.uk
menaiholidays.co.uk/letyourcottage
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has never been stronger, magnifying the
heartbreak of leaving them for a week.
Luckily for our hounds, most of us will be
holidaying within the UK this year, making it
far easier to bring them along without facing
barriers like quarantine (although humans
will have that problem, too!). In fact, Sykes
Holiday Cottages have reported an 85
percent increase in numbers booking British
holidays with their dogs this year.
Competition will be fierce, but on the Welsh
coast our pawed pals are welcome at just
about every kind of accommodation you >

Holidays with star-lit nights included
AA Glamping Site of the year 2019-2020,
hŧÿŲłÿŏƣ Nÿŧŧ żǳłĪƣƫ ǿǜĪ ěĪÿǀƸŏłǀŧ ŃŧÿŰƠŏŲŃ
Ơżģƫ ŊŏģģĪŲ ŏŲ Ńŧżƣŏżǀƫ ĜżǀŲƸƣǣƫŏģĪ ܉ŧżĜÿƸĪģ
ÿĜƣżƫƫ  ڎżǀƸܫżłܫƸŊĪܫǝÿǣ ƫŏƸĪƫ ܉ŰÿģĪ łƣżŰ ƫżŧŏģ
ƸƣĪÿƸĪģ ƸŏŰěĪƣ ÿŲģ ŏŲƫǀŧÿƸĪģ ǝŏƸŊ ƫŊĪĪƠܓƫ
ǝżżŧ ܉ƠƣżǜŏģĪ ŧǀǢǀƣŏżǀƫ ŊżŰĪ ĜżŰłżƣƸƫ ÿŲģ
ŰÿŤĪ żǀƸģżżƣ ŧŏǜŏŲŃ ŰǀĜŊ ŰżƣĪ ŃŧÿŰżƣżǀƫ

| stay@llanfairhall.com | www.llanfairhall.com
AA Glamping Site of the Year 2019-2020
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Great views,
modern
amenities
and one dog
welcome, at
Glan Dwr
Bach on
Anglesey
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can think of. Whether it’s a campsite with a
sea view, a quaint cottage or a grand hotel,
you’ll be able to find one where you can
bring your collared comrade too.
Rules vary from place to place – in some
cottages it’s fine for your cheery chum to go
into the bedrooms, in others it’s not. In some
places just one dog is allowed and there’s a
surcharge. In others, four can join you for no
extra charge. Whatever the rules of where
you’re staying, it’s generally good practice
to make sure your dog’s paws are clean
whenever they enter the property, that you
never leave them alone inside, and that you
keep them off the furniture.
Now, if you’re wondering where to begin on
your search for pooch-friendly pads, here’s a
few suggestions to get
tails wagging.
GLAN DWR BACH,
ANGLESEY
How could you resist a
dip in a free-standing
bath with a view like
this? It’s just one of
several rooms that
enjoy this incredible >
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Sm enou to ce... Læge enou to mer

Looking to buy a holiday home?
Could your current house perform before than it is?
New to letting and need an agency to help?

Coast and Country holidays are at hand to provide you with the
support and allow your holiday let to reach its full potential.

www.welsh-cottages.co.uk/letyourcottage
info@welsh-cottages.co.uk
01239 801587
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vista across the Menai Strait to the mountains
of Snowdonia. The cottage sleeps four (plus
one dog) and includes plenty of modern
amenities, including a Nespresso coffee
machine and a TV that takes Chromecast
and Amazon Firestick. From £595 per week.
www.menaiholidays.co.uk
BODYSGALLEN
HALL, CONWY
One of the
grandest hotels
in North Wales,
surrounded by
200 acres of
parkland and
with views of the Snowdonia mountains and
Conwy Castle. Two small dogs (or one large
one) are welcome in some of The Hall
Cottages located close to the main building.
Treats are provided for your pooch, along
with a bed, water bowl and poo bags.
Cottage suites from £200 per night.
www.bodysgallen.com
SARON CHAPEL, CONWY
A remarkable chapel at the edge of the
town of Penrhyn Bay, enjoying fine views >
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that feature a distant ocean.
The renovations have retained
the original character of the
building, and there’s plenty of
space inside for the eight people
(and one dog) that it sleeps.
From £847 per week.
www.sykescottages.co.uk
PENRHYN FARM, CEREDIGION
From wet noses to bottlenoses. On a small
coastal sheep farm near the popular town of
New Quay sits a dog-friendly camping and >
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caravan site in which all pitches have a sea
view. There’s also a static caravan on-site
that welcomes dogs, too. Penrhyn Farm is
located next to the Wales Coast Path in a
region where you’re likely to see bottlenose
dolphins from the land. What more do you
want?! Pitches from £30 per night.
www.penrhynfarmcamping.co.uk
THE COASTAL CARRIAGE, CEREDIGION
Along the Wales Coast Path, not far
from the village of Aberporth, you’ll
find an Edwardian railway carriage
with a difference. Built in 1905 it’s
been converted into a holiday
cottage ideal for train lovers and
those who simply adore a view of the
sea. It sleeps
five (plus two
dogs) and is
still painted in
Great Western
Railway
colours. From
£528 per week.
www.underthe
thatch.co.uk/
wendy >
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WHITESANDS CAMPING, PEMBROKESHIRE
One of the most remarkable spots of any
campsite on the Welsh coast, Whitesands
Camping overlooks the famous surfing
beach of the same name near the pocketsized city of St Davids. It’s suitable for tents,
trailer tents, campervans and light motorhomes, and although dogs aren’t allowed on
Whitesands Bay itself they’re welcome on the
Wales Coast Path and the neighbouring
sands of Porthmelgan and Porthselau.
Camping from £10 per adult, £5 per child,
£2 per dog. www.whitesandscamping.co.uk >
W always have a wide selection
We
n of high
quality
ity holiday homes for sale. Calll today on
011286 830205 to find your perfect
ct home
away from home
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PLETTENBERG
HOUSE, ST DAVID’S,
PEMBROKESHIRE
Just because you
own a dog doesn’t
mean you need to
rule out top-end,
luxury accommodation. Plettenberg House,
is a modern, architect-designed house in St
David’s with a five-star rating, impeccable
furnishings and spacious rooms ideal for
socialising. Tucked away at the end of a
no-through road, it has four bedrooms
(one en-suite), a family bathroom and an
enclosed garden with patio, plus off-street
parking. One dog welcome. A one-week
autumn break is priced at £550.
www.stbridesbaycottages.com
LLANFAIR HALL,
ANGLESEY
The perfect destination
for your pooch, Llanfair
Hall offers wide open
spaces, beautiful
nearby coastal walks
and more than a touch
of glamping luxury for >
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human guests. Its
well-spaced glamping
pods all have private
bathrooms, personal
BBQ/fire pits, freeview
TV/DVD and 100
percent cotton bed
linen. For larger parties
guests can hire a log cabin with separate
bedroom or a three-bed barn conversion,
with two en-suite bathrooms and an outdoor
hot tub. Prices for one night in a glamping
pod start at £85. www.llanfairhall.com
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Win a winter break on
the Welsh coast
Snuggle up in cosy
Carmarthenshire, and
bring the dog too...

w

ith stunning views
over Carmarthen
Bay and five
acres of romantic hilltop
gardens to wander around,
Mansion House, near the
pretty
Carmarthenshire
village of Llansteffan, makes
for a perfect winter escape.
And with one of its
eight individually designed
bedrooms being dog-friendly,
you needn’t leave your best
friend at home, either.
The Georgian mansion also
plays host to a two-AA rosette
restaurant. And better still,
you could be winning a

<<<

night’s dinner,
bed
and
breakfast in
our competition. To enter,
simply answer the following
question:
On which estuary is Mansion
House based?

A) Teifi
B) Dyfi
C) Tywi

Click or tap here to
submit your answer...
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Making

a

splash
FEATURE

Miss Mermaid Wales talks to CHARLOTTE VAN
PRAAGH about fish tails, saving our seas and
how ‘mermaiding’ has changed her life
<<<
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Fish out
of water
North Wales’
Tyler Turner
admits to
struggling to
cope before
discovering
her offbeat
pastime
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“M

ermaiding saved me,” says
27-year-old Tyler Turner from
Prestatyn. It’s not a sentence
you often hear. “I felt like I was drowning,”
she adds. Metaphorically. “Life became a
pressure weighing down on me so heavily I
couldn’t breathe.”
The reigning Miss Mermaid Wales – yes,
you read that right – Tyler is candid on the
subject of the severe anxiety and depression
she was suffering with four years ago. It was
then that she discovered ‘mermaiding’ – >
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which, in case you’re wondering (and we
know you are), is the practice of wearing
and often swimming in a costume mermaid
tail. The sense of purpose and community it
gave her was a lifesaver.
“One evening I was thinking back to
when I was a little girl dreaming of being
a mermaid,” recalls Tyler, who works with
disadvantaged young people. “I Googled
it and discovered mermaiding was a thing.
Having been to comic cons (comic book
conventions) with my dad (actor Spencer
Wilding who played Darth Vader in Rogue >
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One, no less), I was used to dressing up for
cosplay (dressing up as characters... are you
keeping up?). So I ordered my very first tail
online that same night.”
Again, not a sentence you hear often. But
as she was soon to discover, she was far
from alone with her dreams. While working
part-time as a pool attendant, Tyler started
swimming in mermaid attire for her “own
amusement”. Before she knew it, she was
invited to take part in a charity swimming
gala. “Having gone through my own issues
with mental health, I took part for Vale of
Clwyd MIND and raised over £600!
“Then one day I came across Miss
Mermaid UK on Facebook,” she adds. Little
did she know, but life for
Tyler was about to change.
“I put my name down,
mostly out of curiosity, and
my entry was accepted.
At the competition I met so
many like-minded women
with the same drives to
help people. When I was
crowned Miss Mermaid
Wales 2019 I couldn’t
believe it.” >
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A beauty pageant with a maritime twist,
Miss Mermaid UK has been a fixture on these
shores since 2016 and is part of a wider
international competition involving nearly
40 countries. But while you’d be forgiven for
assuming such a contest originated across
the pond, the first event – in 2014 – took
place in... Germany! As well as traditional
pageantry rounds for competitors to
undertake, such as bikini modelling, there’s
eco-costume creation, a 75m distance swim
plus an underwater shoot.
Pageant national director Grace Page –
who’s also proprietor of Hire A Mermaid UK >

© Peter Braddock (pcbraddock@gmail.com)

Enchantment
under the sea
The Miss
Mermaid
pageant
features a
75m swim
plus an
underwater
photo shoot

feature | Miss Mermaid Wales
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– has seen interest in mermaiding explode
since 2011 when she first dipped her tail in
the water. “There are 500 to 600 mermaids
in the UK now,” she explains, “from just a
handful 10 years ago. And every time we run
one of our Mermaid Camps, we introduce
another 15 or so into the fold.”
What’s the appeal? For Tyler, mermaiding is
the ultimate antidote to the pressures of daily
routine. “Life can be stressful and humdrum,
and I think, deep down inside most of us,
there’s a kid who wants to follow their
dreams. For me, mermaiding is just that.” >

Welsh
Awarrd Wining
CBD & Hemp
Specialists

Unit 6, Merlin
ns Walk, Carmarthen, SA31
SA
A31 3BN
T: 01267 468
8210
E: contact@thehempgar
hehempgarden.net
W: https://theehempgarden.net/
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Tall tail
Mermaid
attire is no
ordinary
fancy dress.
Custom
silicon tails
can run
into the
thousands
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She also loves the escapism of actually
swimming as a mermaid, which is no easy
feat. It requires a tail, naturally, and these
range in price from £30 for a simple material
number, to £3,000 and upwards for a custom
silicon model. Mermaids (not the real ones)
also wear a monofin underneath to keep
their feet together. They then propel
themselves through the water by rippling
their whole body in a ‘dolphin kick’.
“Though strange at first, it feels amazing,”
says Tyler. “Everything stops – it’s magical,
meditative and uplifting.
“That said, you have to be a strong
swimmer, as it’s difficult and potentially
dangerous. I go in the sea now, but I’ve
been swimming in pools for years. I never go
out of my depth and
am always careful
where I go because
rip tides can pull you
out, especially if you’re
wearing a heavy tail.
I recommend people
take lessons at a
mermaid school.” And
you thought Hogwarts
was far-fetched. >
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As frivolous as the Miss Mermaid contest
may seem, at its heart is a serious message;
one of ocean activism.
“Being a mermaid is fun, but the oceans
need our help,” says Grace, a former Miss
Mermaid UK champion herself. “Mermaids,
who generally have a love of everything
sea-related, are encouraged to do as much
as they can for marine conservation. It’s the
perfect way to reel people in and then steer
them onto an important cause.”
And this is exactly what Tyler’s doing – using
her Miss Mermaid Wales status to increase >

CRADOC’S SAVOURY
BISCUITS LTD
Wales, Land of
food and drink,
why not take
some home !

Cradoc’s Savoury Biscuits Ltd K1
Ffrwdgrech Industrial Estate Brecon, Powys, LD38LA
cradocs@btinternet.com | www.cradocssavourybiscuits.co.uk/
cradocs@btinternet.com
www.cradocssavourybiscuits.co.uk/
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environmental awareness in her beloved
North Wales, while also fundraising for her
charities Sea Shepherd UK and the North
Wales Seal Research Organisation (NWSRO).
“We have a lot of seals around here,
and NWSRO need a new camera and a
boat to continue their monitoring, rescues
and education. Fundraising for them, I know
exactly where the money will go.”
Her ambassadorial roles have seen Tyler
give eco talks in primary schools, co-host
educational beach litter picks and organise
summer fundraising band nights. She’s even
creating a film for online release about the
impact of rubbish on marine wildlife. “The
ocean is our most vital resource,” she says. >

© Peter Braddock (pcbraddock@gmail.com)

Trash talk
Mermaiding
is a useful
means of
drawing
people into
serious
conversation

feature | Miss Mermaid Wales
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2020 Miss
Mermaid UK,
for obvious
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it’s hoped the
pageant will
return later
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“It produces the majority of our oxygen and
much of our food, yet we’re destroying it
through pollution and overfishing.”
The effect mermaiding has had on Tyler
isn’t lost on her nearest and dearest. Though
it has to be said that they weren’t always
convinced about her unusual pastime.
“When I first started, my family was like ‘here
we go again,’ as I had a lot of wacky hobbies
growing up,” she laughs. “But as soon as they
saw the positive effect it was having on my
mental health they were fully on board.
“Mermaiding gave me back a little bit of
magic at a time when I wasn’t enjoying life.
But I also love that it brings joy to others, and
that I can use it to make a difference.”

SPLASH OUT TO HELP OUT
Alternatively,
visit the Hire
A Mermaid
website

<<<

For details of Tyler’s charity events,
visit her Facebook page here...
Or to sponsor her, visit her
Go Fund Me page here...
For further details about North Wales Seal
Research Organisation, visit nwsro.org
For more about Sea Shepherd UK, visit
www.seashepherd.org.uk
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Catch
of the
stay
FEATURE

Eat local to help local, and feel at one with
the coast, insists CHARLOTTE VAN PRAAGH
<<<
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h

eady vinegar splashed over chips.
Pastel-pretty dairy delights ready
to be scooped into cones. Still-intheir-shell prawns waiting to release a taste
of the ocean… Food is as much a part of the
seaside holiday experience as sandy toes,
salty air and over-exuberant herring gulls.
And it’s one reason why I love self-catering.
That luxury of being able to cook and eat
when you want, casting your net over a >
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bounty of gastronomic gems soon to be
discovered, rather than choosing from
someone else’s menu.
For the last few years my husband Jim,
our little girl Daisy and I have rented a tiny
whitewashed cottage on the Ceredigion
coast. And whenever we get there, one of
my holiday rituals is perusing the nearest
village for local treats we can take back to
prepare and devour, such as fresh fish for
the barbecue, cheeses and bread for a
beach picnic, and a few refreshing Welsh
ciders. Great produce needs so little doing >

NEW LOCATION
$ZDUG êQQLQJ &LGHU PDGH IURP ORFDOO\ VRXUFHG DSples

Jaspels Cidery is located
in an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty on the Isle of
Anglesey with a Shop & Bar
open for visitors.
You can also order online
for Nationwide Delivery

Tel – 07990 800 100 | Email: info@jaspels.co.uk | See website for details jaspels.co.uk
Aberffraw, Isle of Anglesey, LL63 5AX
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to it, leaving more time to savour the actual
eating (and the drinking!).
I’m not alone in relishing this aspect of the
holiday experience. Caroline and Aidan
Savage, who live in Shrewsbury with their
daughters Claudia and Hannah, are regular
visitors to the Welsh coast and love the
freedom a self-catering getaway allows
them. Caroline, a keen cook, actively avoids
supermarkets while away, enjoying instead
the chance to browse independent shops.
“We deliberately look for produce from the
area, whether beers,
cheeses or a veg box.
We like to support local
businesses, plus it gives us
a different experience,”
she explains. “When you
go on holiday somewhere
beautiful, eating food
that’s come from its land
makes you feel more of
a connection with the
place.”
Kate Jones, who lives on
the Welsh Border, agrees.
She and her husband
Henry have rented >
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cottages in Newport, Pembrokeshire many
times. She thinks another pull is the calibre
of produce. “There used to be a fisherman
who’d go out fishing in the morning and then
sell fresh fish from the door of his cottage
down a side street. Even though I’ve eaten
in some of the top restaurants in the UK, this
was the best fish I’ve ever tasted. It was
always one of the highlights of the holiday.”
In the same vein, Dai’s Shed on Aberdyfi
seafront serves up the taste of Cardigan Bay.
The Dai in question is fisherman Dai Hughes
who received a government grant in 2013 to
transform his old boat shed into a seafood
‘shed’. It’s from here that he and partner Gill
Bailey sell fish he’s caught in the waters just >

When
the boat
comes in
Look around
for local
fishermen
selling direct
to the public
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off the coast, often that same morning. And
it’s become an alluring selling point that
attracts visitors as well as villagers.
Gill points to the culinary break from
routine which she feels inspires visitors. “The
fish and shellfish we sell, people don’t tend
to get that at home or from the supermarket,
so it’s a novelty,” she explains. “We’re best
known for brown crab, spider crab and
lobster. We dress them ourselves so people
can buy them ready to eat, or they can buy
lobster and spider crab live to cook back
at their cottage. >

Contact Info:

contact@camlan.cymru | www.camlan.cymru | 01650 531 685
@camlandinas
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Yarns by
the yard
Fisherman Dai
Hughes is as
popular as
the fish in
Aberdyfi
“I’d always
cook simply
and serve
with a drizzle
of garlic
butter, salad
and new
potatoes,”
Gill suggests,
“so you don’t
mask the
wonderful
taste.”
Besides the obvious appeal of provenance
and low food miles, there’s no getting away
from the romance of buying seafood in a
traditional fishing village. “People love to
watch the boat going out to sea and then
coming back into the harbour, and seeing
the catch being unloaded and taken >
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straight into the shed,” Gill attests. “They also
like a bit of banter with Dai – he’s as much of
a draw as the fish!”
Talking of romance, there’s cargo-loads
associated with In the Welsh Wind’s Signature
Style Gin, which evokes exotic ingredients
imported from far-flung corners of the globe
into Wales more than a century ago. Set up
in 2018 by husband and wife team Alex
Jungmayr and Ellen Wakelam, In the Welsh
Wind is a small craft distillery making a big
name for itself. Already they’ve produced 40
gins, many award-winning, for individuals >

Welsh Sisters Coastal Gin
Telling tales of the sea
Visit us at Manchester House, New Quay or available online www.welshsisters.com
info@welshsisters.com
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Welsh Sisters
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Wind’s ownbrand gin
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and businesses across the UK and abroad
and can count ex England cricket captain
Michael Vaughan as a customer. So busy
have they been, they only got round to
making their own-brand gin last July.
By all accounts it was worth the wait, having
garnered a plethora of international plaudits.
But it’s the story behind it that captures the
imagination most. “West Wales used to be
home to important ports, such as New Quay,
that would receive large clipper ships from
transatlantic voyages,” explains co-founder
and co-director Ellen. “When you landed
any cargo you’d have to
pay duty, and the old
tariff board is still up on
New Quay’s harbour
wall. One day Alex was
crabbing with our little
boy and while looking at
the board he was struck
by how the cargoes
looked like a list of gin
botanicals – apart from
the feathers and the
gunpowder! – and that
was the inspiration for our
Signature Style Gin.” >
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Ellen and Alex find the story resonates
with people, who increasingly care about
supporting the local economy and value
produce that speaks of where it comes from.
“Tourists love the idea they’re buying a gin
that’s been made here, inspired by the
area. We’ve had several cases where
people have visited us at the beginning of
their stay, bought a bottle of our gin, drunk it
and loved it, then visited us at the end of
their stay to buy a bottle to take home with
them,” Ellen chuckles.
“My favourite way of drinking it is long with
just a splash of unflavoured tonic and a
single ice cube, garnished with a slice of
orange or, if you’re feeling fancy, some strips
of orange peel with a clove pierced through.
On a quiet beach, as the sun sets, there’s
nothing better.”
But it’s not just artisan gin that Wales is
becoming famous for. One plucky couple on
Anglesey are taking the cider world by storm.
Back in autumn 2015, Ade and Jannie
Percival noticed that many apple trees on
the island had an abundance of fruit going
to waste, and it was this that sparked the
idea to produce a fine Welsh cider on a
commercial level. Soon Jaspels Fine Cider >
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was born and the company has gone from
strength to strength since, winning awards
and gaining an international following.
“From my early twenties I’d been fermenting
all things ‘fermentable’,” says Ade, with the
upshot being some rather notable country
wines, cider and perry. “Scavenging what I
could find locally in hedgerows, gardens
and orchards, I’d bring the bounty home
and soon have the fruit processed and
happily bubbling away in the garden shed,”
he adds. But it wasn’t until he met Jannie
some 20 years later that Ade’s hobby was
re-kindled to produce cider commercially.
One of the unique aspects of Jaspels is they
use unwanted apples donated by people
in North Wales. “Using my knowledge as a >

“From my early
twenties I’d been
fermenting all
things fermentable”
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biochemist and a once hobby cider maker,
we made our first small batch of ciders from
apples that would’ve been left to rot. That
was the beginning of our cider adventure.”
Now Jaspels have a wide range of different
apple ciders to choose from, including their
Heritage dry cider, Sundaze medium dry,
Woodland medium, Blackfoot medium sweet,
Autumn Spice medium sweet and Hazy Pear
medium. All can be bought from the Jaspels
shop at Aberffraw on Anglesey, or online.
Of course, it wouldn’t be a holiday without
lazy breakfasts on mornings after – so your
daily bread is a must.
Someone who knows all
about this is Sarah Bolwell,
who owns Loafley Bakery &
Deli Co in Tenby with partner
Tom Simpson. The couple
already ran a restaurant
nearby and wanted to use
their own bread. And thus
Loafley arose.
Four years on, they’ve sold
the restaurant to focus on
the artisan bakery, such
has been its success, with
everything made fresh >
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DAI’S SHED
fresh fish in
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IN THE
WELSH WIND
distillers in
Ceredigion

LOAFLEY
bakery & deli
in Tenby

JASPELS
cider makers
on Anglesey
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each morning without the use of additives or
preservatives, just the best ingredients.
One of their best-sellers is their white
sourdough loaf, which Sarah puts down to its
deliciousness and versatility. “Fresh bread –
especially our sourdough – is best enjoyed
with salted Welsh butter. Nothing fancy or
complicated,” she smiles. “People think
bread without additives doesn’t last, but
that’s not true. A loaf just changes over time
– great for dipping and sandwiches on day
one, then for toast on days two and three
when the crust starts to harden.”
Wonderful as it is enjoying fresh produce
while you’re away, many of us love foodie
mementos, too. And here I can highly
recommend Halen Môn Sea Salt from
Anglesey and Captain Cat’s Môr Seasoning
from The Pembrokeshire Beachfood Company.
I never regret giving in to temptation. One
look inside my larder – filled with culinary
treasures smuggled home from seaside
holidays like contraband – is all it takes to
transport me back to a blustery Welsh
beach, with the damp salty air in my face
and the low roar of the ocean filling the
airwaves. It’s the next-best thing and helps
keep me going until I can return again.
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WALKS

Beach roaming
Why stick to one beach when you can take
in several on a seaside summer stroll?
words | Matthew Pike
images | © Crown copyright Visit Wales
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Pretty as a picture:
Llanbedrog Beach
is within walking
distance from
Pwllheli

h

ave you ever walked
the streets of London
and been surprised
at just how quickly you can
get from one tube stop to the
next on foot? Well the same
can be said of many of our
most popular beaches here
in Wales.
Where most visitors pick one
stretch of sand to call home
for the day, you can often
find the next is just around

<<<

the
corner
(and
sometimes actually joined
at low tide).
Take our second walk in this
issue. It starts at Pwllheli’s
South Beach and – tide
permitting – you won’t have
to leave the shore before
you get to the beautiful
beach huts at Llanbedrog.
One headland later, >
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Rock ‘n’ stroll
Take the
opportunity to
experience the
curious rock
formations of
Druidstone
Haven beach

you’re at another amazing
stretch of sand called The
Warren and heading straight
for the peninsula’s jewel in
the crown – Abersoch. On
Llanbedrog Headland you’ll
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see Iron Man
(who’s become
known as Tin
Man
more
recently) – a
sculpture
perched on a
rock looking
back
over
Cardigan Bay
and the peaks
of Snowdonia.
Once you’ve
completed the
walk, you can hop on a bus
to take you back to Pwllheli.
Our first walk, meanwhile,
starts and finishes at the
popular little Pembrokeshire
village of Broad Haven in >
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St Brides Bay. It kicks off with a
slightly inland route to the
sheltered little beach at
Nolton Haven, then follows
the Wales Coast Path back,
with the option to drop down
to the wonderful large sands
and rock formations at
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Druidston Haven Beach. It’s
a spectacular coastline with
clifftop views that reach
across St Brides Bay. >
Wide open Broad Haven in
Pembrokeshire offers superb
views of St Brides Bay
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Download your walks here, to print out or take
with you on your smartphone or tablet
Welsh Coastal Walks

1. A PEMBROKESH

| beach-to-beach

IRE WALK TO HAV

EN AND BACK

Walk 1 A Pembrokeshire
walk to Haven and back

AT A GLANCE
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Walk 2 Bay after bay
on the Llyn Peninsula
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1. BAY AFTER BAY
ON THE LLYN PEN
INSULA
AT A GLANCE
Where: Pwllheli
to Abersoch,
Llyn Peninsula,
Gwynedd
Distance:
7.8 miles
Difficulty:
Easy/moderate
Start: Bus
station, Mitre
Terrace, Pwllheli
Grid Ref:
SH373349
Post Code:
© Crown copyrig
LL53 5HN
ht 2021 Ordnan
ce Survey. Media
037/21
Map: OS Explorer
253
Llyn Peninsula Wes
south-southeast
t
to the

**IMPORTANT**
This walk should
only be
undertaken at low
tide.
Check tide time
s at:
www.tidetimes.org
.uk

1. From the bus
station, head to
Embankment Road
which runs
Welsh Border Life

seafront
road (Y Prom/The
Promenade)
and turn right, conti
nuing to the
end. When the
tide allows, you
can just walk straig
ht along the
beach, but the officia
l route runs
behind the sand
dunes.
2. From the end
of the road,
the waymarked
sandy path
continues ahea
d, past some
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conscious
skincare
Sensitive skin? Dry skin? Allergies? Mature skin?
Is your skincare delivering?
At Conscious Skincare, you’ll only find organic
ingredients with the latest key actives from science
and nature made here in Wales. Let’s see how
our products can help you get your glow on!
Find out more at
www.conscious-skincare.com
Enter ‘LOVEWALES’ at checkout to get
15% off your order. Excludes shipping
conscious skincare
lovingly packaged in wales
with a clean conscience

info@conscious-skincare.com
www.conscious-skincare.com
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Conscious Skincare Ltd
Parc House, Parc Teifi, Cardigan, Ceredigion SA43 1EW UK
Monday – Friday 9.30am –5.00pm GMT
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Long
live the

Landie
As the new Land Rover
Defender sweeps the nation,
LIAM BIRD climbs aboard to pay
his respects to the man who
started it all – on Anglesey
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Defender of the faith
Land Rover’s legendary
Defender is back on
the road again

A

nglesey. An island of
some 260 square
miles that sits just off
the north coast of Wales. It’s
rocky, rugged, windswept
and, more often than not – in
my experience at least – wet.
And yet perhaps strangely,
it’s also known for its
beaches. The Royal Air
Force, who train their fighter
pilots at RAF Valley on the

<<<

west of the island, refer to
Anglesey as their tropical
island of dreams (good luck
to anyone trying to spot
a palm tree or a piña
colada). Not only that,
Anglesey is home to the
northernmost olive grove in
Europe. So, with occasional
sun, lots and lots of sand,
plenty of sea and an almost
guaranteed right good >
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soaking – probably all in the
same day – Ynys Môn, to
give it its proper name, must
be the perfect place to test
a new 4x4.
But I’m by no means the first
person to have had such an
idea. The truth is, Anglesey
can lay claim to being the
birthplace of probably the
most famous and instantly
recognisable 4x4 of them
all. That’s because shortly

contents

after the second world war,
brothers
Maurice
and
Spencer Wilks, both of
the Rover car company
(Maurice was chief engineer,
Spencer was managing
director) met on Anglesey’s
east coast to discuss plans
for a new type of four-wheeldrive utility vehicle. Maurice
had been using an ex-army
Willys Jeep on his farm near
Newborough on the south >

Stately The new
Defender is available
in five-door guise, as
well as three-door
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of the island and saw the
potential of a “go anywhere,
do anything” vehicle for
use outside of the military
environment. To help explain
the concept to his older
brother, Maurice drew a
boxy shape in the sands of
Red Wharf Bay. And it was
that shape that was to
become known the world
over as the Land Rover. Not
only that, once they’d built
their prototype from surplus
Birmabright aluminium left
over from the war effort –
complete with a single
central seat, like a tractor, to
avoid the cost of having to
produce both right- and lefthand-drive versions – they
went and tested it to near
destruction in the dunes near
Newborough, and further
north near Llanddona. The
rest, as they say…
Now, having recently been
handed the chunky rubber
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Shore thing Maurice Wilks drew
his design for the Defender in
the sands of Red Wharf Bay

key for the purposes of
reviewing the all-new, allconquering Defender (its
recent scoop of the World
Car Design of the Year
title for 2021 is one of 53 –
yes, 53! – global awards) it
would’ve been rude of me
not to have journeyed to >
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Red Wharf Bay to pay my
respects to Maurice Wilks.
I mean, it’s not as if it was
going to be like the old days.
Having schlepped up the
A55 more times than I care to
mention in the previous
incarnation of the Defender,
and the even more utilitarian
Series 3 that preceded it (my
late Uncle Peter owned
both), I’m well aware of how
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loud and uncompromising –
not to mention tiring – driving
old Land Rovers can be. In
stark comparison, the new
Defender is a revelation.
Where once an old Landie
would bang and crash over
almost everything in its path,
it now glides, thanks to its
independent (in this case,
air) suspension smoothing
out all but the worst of >
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imperfections. What’s more,
at (ahem) 80mph, you can
even chat to your passenger
without having to shout. In
fact the new cabin is quieter
and better insulated than
that of many a similarly
priced car, such that you
can happily listen to the
digital radio rather than
just the gearbox – which,
incidentally is now a very
smooth 8-speed automatic.
And so, with its 2.0-litre twinturbo diesel Ingenium engine
humming away nicely in the

contents

background, the Defender
and I made short work of the
North Wales Express Way.
There’s surprising mid-range
punch on tap when you
need to overtake trucks
bound for Holyhead. And
although there’s inevitably
body-roll when cornering –
or, say, tackling The Puffin
Roundabout with perhaps a
little too much enthusiasm
(the 21st-century Defender,
despite
its
aluminium
chassis, is still a heavy beast)
– you can now, at last, feel >

No need to shout The well-insulated cabin is light years on from
the days when all you could hear inside a Defender was its gearbox

<<<
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what’s going on through
that trademark, enormous
four-spoke steering wheel.
Talking of which, I’m also
happy to report there’s
no longer a need to make
constant adjustment simply
to stay in a straight line.
But fear not, Land Rover
faithful. That new-found
refinement hasn’t come at
the cost of any ruggedness
or off-road ability. Yes, you
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can Bluetooth your phone or
enable Apple CarPlay. But
you can do so whilst wading
through 900mm of water.
Because make no mistake,
this is still a Defender. It has
four-wheel-drive adjustable
locking differentials, high
and low ratios, hill-descent
control and massive axle
articulation. It also boasts
a Terrain Response system
so sophisticated, the Wilks >
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Land Rover Defender
110 D240 S
Engine 1,999cc, 4 Cyl,
Ingenium twin-turbo, diesel
Transmission 8-speed,
automatic, 4WD – with
Terrain Response and
selectable low range
Power 240 bhp
@ 4,000 rpm
Torque 317 lbft
@ 1,400 rpm
0-62mph 8.7 Sec
Max Speed 117 mph
MPG 31.7-29.6
(WLTP combined)
CO2 234-251 g/km
(WLTP combined)
Price From £52,110
(as driven £55,080)
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brothers would’ve thought it
a work of science fiction.
As a driver, you can of
course choose to fine-tune
everything to suit your every
whim, via the dash-mounted
touchscreen. Alternatively,
you can simply leave it all in
automatic setting and drive
out onto the sands of Red
Wharf Bay – ignoring the
signs telling you not to do so
– safe in the knowledge that
if the tide turns, you’ll have
little trouble getting back to
tarmac again.
The more prosaic truth is, I
didn’t stray far from the
shore. Just far enough to
take a few snaps of the new
multifaceted Defender in the
setting where it all began.
You see, it might’ve said
Solihull on Land Rover
badges of old, but Anglesey,
Ynys Mon or even simply
Wales would’ve been just as
appropriate. >
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Sadly, Maurice Wilks died
suddenly in 1964, aged just
59, and never got to see how
much his little “go anywhere,
do anything” vehicle built
from left-over materials
changed the world. Such
was his love of Anglesey, he
was buried in the churchyard
at St Mary’s Church, Llanfair
yn y Cwmwd, just a few miles
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from his Newborough farm.
And if you believe the local
rumours, Wilks’s original
prototype of the Land Rover
– thought to be long lost in
the mists of automotive
history – is buried here too,
somewhere in the sands near
Red Wharf Bay.
Next time I visit, I’m bringing
a bucket and spade!
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The Jazz Hybrid SR 1.5 i-MMD e-CVT 5dr

Jazz Hybrid SR key information
Engine
Power
Electric motor
Drive/Transmission
WLTP combined
OTR price

1,498cc i-MMD
97PS
80kW
FWD/ e-CVT Auto
62.8 mpg
£20,645

The new Honda Jazz is designed with a clean and
stylish look and the reassurance of the latest Honda
SENSING safety and driver assistive systems, and is
available with NIL ADVANCE PAYMENT with Motability.

Dimensions
No of seats
Boot capacity
Length
Width
Height

5
304 – 844 litres
4,044mm
1,694mm
1,526mm

Honda’s e:HEV Hybrid technology achieves effortless
performance and impressive fuel economy. The e:HEV
system’s electric motor supplies an impressive 253Nm
of torque and is coupled to a lively 97PS petrol engine.

Standard equipment
Magic Seats
Bluetooth™
Garmin Sat Nav
Climate Control
LED Headlights
Parking Sensors

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Front/Rear

Bluetooth™ and DAB digital radio reception are fitted
as standard, while Apple CarPlay® / Android Auto™ and
Garmin Satellite Navigation are also included to help
you stay in touch.

Jazz Hybrid SR
1.5 i-MMD e-CVT 5dr
Advance payment £NIL

BASSETTS HONDA

Tremains Road, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan, CF31 1TZ
Call 01656 662999 or search Bassetts Honda
Fuel economy figures (Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP)) for the Honda petrol and Hybrid range mpg (l/100km): Low 29.7mpg (9.5L/100km) to 78.5mpg (3.6L/100km), Medium 37.2mpg (7.6L/100km) to 72.4mpg (3.9L/100km), High 40.4mpg (7.0L/100km)
to 72.4mpg (3.9L/100km), Extra High 33.2mpg (8.5L/100km) to 47.9mpg (5.9L/100km), Combined 35.3mpg (8.0L/100km) to 61.4mpg (4.6L/100km). New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) equivalent Combined CO2 emissions: 151g/km to 104g/km. The fuel consumption figures you
achieve under real life driving conditions and CO2 produced will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted after registration, variations in driving styles, weather conditions, vehicle load. Figures stated are based on a standardised test cycle and may
not reflect real world driving, therefore they should be used for comparison purposes only. Customers should only compare vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. Model Shown: Jazz Hybrid SR 1. 5 i-MMD e-CVT. Terms and Conditions: Advance Payment on the
Jazz Hybrid SR 1. 5 i-MMD e-CVT £899.00. Motability Scheme vehicles are leased to customers by Motability Operations Limited (Registered Company No.1373876), City Gate House, 22 Southward Bridge Road, London, SE1 9HB. To qualify you must be in receipt of the Higher
Rate Mobility Component of Disability Living Allowance (DLA), the Enhanced Rate Mobility Component of Personal Independence Payment (PIP), The War Pensions Mobility Supplement (WPMS) or the Armed Forces Independence Payment (AFIP) and applications must be
made with participating dealers between 1st July 2021 to 30th September 2021. Prices are correct at date of print. Model listed is subject to availability and may be removed during this period.
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Happy

CAMPER

Getting back into the caravanning fold isn’t
as easy as it might seem, argues HC
Illustration by Cookie Cartoonery
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w
“

e don’t seem still unable to shift ourselves
to be moving,” beyond the front gate.
explains The
It wasn’t always thus. Way
Other Half, helpfully. Though, back in 2019 we’d got this
as the one driving the car (in ‘preparing for a caravan
theory), I’m already well holiday’ thing down to a fine
acquainted with the fact that, art.
The
mornings
of
despite the engine whining departure had become
mosquito-like at somewhere lessons in military precision,
around 4,000 revs per She and I with our own jobs,
minute, we’re still travelling at all performed with no fuss, in
roughly
no
“...mornings of departure were
miles per hour.
“Why aren’t
lessons in military precision...”
we moving?”
she asks, knowing full well I minimal time. It was almost,
don’t have an answer. I rest dare I say it, enjoyable. But
my forehead on the steering thanks to... well... you know
wheel. The kids in the back what, we haven’t been away
are already fidgeting and for nearly two years. And in
bored. We’d aimed to leave that time it’d be something of
the house by 10 o’clock. It’s an understatement to say
now gone 11.30 and we’re we’ve become rusty. >
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In our defence, we were a
family of three back then.
Now we’re an army of four.
And trying to keep tots
entertained while trying to
remember caravan parts
we’d forgotten existed was
always going to be chaotic.
The chimney extender, the
hitch lock, levelling blocks,
and the dreaded cassette...
To any normal person, of
course, a cassette was how
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we listened to music while
Thatcher was busy giving
musicians something to wail
about. But put the brand
name of ‘Thetford’ in front
of the word and suddenly
it’s a device that makes
every caravanner shudder.
Because – for the uninitiated
– when you go to the loo in a
caravan, ‘it’ normally lands in
a Thetford Cassette Toilet.
And at the end of the trip >
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“...every caravanner feels they’re
being judged while setting up...”
it’s somebody’s job to empty
it. Which is why we tend to
reserve solids for the campsite
loos. But the trouble is, as
I write these are all closed,
because of Covid. And we
have a three year old who,
whenever he decides he
needs to go, gives us about
eight seconds’ warning.
None of which explains why
we’re not moving, of course.
That, it turns out, is down
to the caravan’s handbrake
currently preventing our car
from making little progress.
Handbrake off, we’re soon
hitting the main road, hurtling
along at a rollicking 38 miles
per hour, eventually arriving
at a site near Criccieth on the
Llyn Peninsula, soon after
which She takes the kids for a
wander while I set up.

<<<

Not that I’m alone here;
every caravanner feels they’re
being judged by the ‘already
set-up’ while carrying out this
task. And today is no different.
Which is why, as fellow
campers sit in their deckchairs
supping wine, I spring into
action, getting things aligned
and ready in a manner that
suggests I could do this with
my eyes closed. Except, for
an inexperienced and out-ofpractice caravanner like me,
tackling it with my eyes wide
open is hard enough.
The pressure is suddenly on.
But one absurd moment
aside, when I reverse into the
caravan hitch (I look around;
no-one appears to notice…
either that or they’re all far too
British to reveal they notice),
this goes pretty smoothly. >
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In fact, I even start to believe
I actually do know what I’m
doing here. The ‘legs’ of the
caravan are lowered, the gas
is connected, the water’s
flowing – where it’s meant to
flow – the tables and chairs
are set up inside and out, and
everything appears rather
inviting. So much so I’m
looking forward to Her return.
She’ll be delighted that
everything’s in order. Who
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knows? I might even get
something
approaching
praise. Until she does return,
looks around and poses the
not unwarranted question:
“Where’s the electric cable?”
I don’t need to answer. She
knows I don’t need to answer.
Because we both know full
well where it is. It’s in the
garden shed. Which we
didn’t pack. Because it’s a
garden shed. >
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Now, I know what some of
you are thinking. It’s perfectly
feasible to camp without
electric hook-up. And you’re
right. It is. But when you arrive
with bags of chilled food
and a half-charged iPad
for emergency children’s
entertainment, let me tell
you, you certainly do need it.
She says nothing. Just stares,
then takes the kids off for
another stroll while I steel
myself for the embarrassing
task of asking fellow campers
if they have a spare cable.
Pride-savingly, the first person
I ask happens to have one.
No-one else need know.
Thank the Lord. It’ll be our little
secret (yeah, right!).
This aside – and our threeyear-old declaring
that he needs a
number
two
every half an
hour – we have a
great trip. Of course
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we do. We’re on the Welsh
coast for heaven’s sake.
When not exploring castles or
checking out rock pools,
we’re gorging on seafood
and ice cream, and being
pelted by waves while
clinging to bodyboards
It’s tiring, with youngsters in
tow, naturally, and we’re
relieved to get home when
we eventually do.
I switch off the engine and
sigh. “Fancy a cuppa?” She
asks. Of course I would, I tell
her, slightly taken aback by
this unexpected generosity.
“Good,” She smiles. “I’ll do
that while you empty the
cassette.”
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Thank-you for reading.
Welsh Coastal Life will return next
spring, while the autumn 2021 issue of
sister title Welsh Border Life will be out
soon. In the meantime, look out for our
regular email newsletters covering
all the latest news and features
from our website.
Be sure to subscribe for FREE on

walesandborders.com

